Five Functions Electric Hospital Bed
With Weight Scale

Model Number

GI-507

Specification

2120*900*450/700mm

Product Name

Five Functions Electric Bed with Weight Scale

Loading quantity

20 Foot Container : 20 pieces
40 Foot Container : 40pieces
50 Foot Container : 50pieces

❖

Primary Structure:

The Bed is Composed of bed headboard and footboard, sleeping platform,
ledger plate, huckle part plate, crus part plate, cabinet leg and transmission part.
1) Accessory:
*I.V drip stand ( 1 piece )
*I.V stand Holes ( 2pcs each side)
*Urine hooks (1pc each side)
*Taiwan Linkan Motors (4pcs)
*Handset remote (1 pc)
*Nurse Controller Screen
*CPR Function. Can release Back-Rest Function soon. Easy for
patient emergency treatment.
*Four 125mm diameter Central Locking Wheels
*Fours Pieces PP Guardrail, gas control
2) Functions and Technology Data:
Specification: L2120*W970*H500/700mm
*Angle of back section:0-80°
*Angle of knee section:0-40°
*Adjustable height: 450 to 700mm
*Angle of Trendelenburg and reserve Trendelenburg: 0 ~ 13°(±2°)
*CPR Fast Release Function
*The above functions can be adjusted random by nurse and patient
➢ Controller on Both Sides Side Rail
First Key is Backrest Control.
Second Key is Footrest Control
Third Key is Backrest and Footrest Control at same time
Forth Key is Whole Bed Trendelenburg and reserve Trendelenburg Control
Right Side Key is adjusted Whole Bed Height (Up and Down)

➢ Central Locking Systems
* Step on the "U" Shape Stainless Steel Tube,
can stop all wheels at one time.

➢ Nurse Controller Screen on Footboard with Weight Scale
* Nurse Controller is on the bed footboard side.
All functions can be controlled on this controller, include patient weight.

➢ PP Guardrail Rail
Four Pieces Guardrails are controlled
with Gas Spring,
Push the Button sightly, the Guardrail
will let down slowly.

❖ Production Maintenance
1. Please take attention the use of the product at any time.
2. The product should be stood stably and avoid strongly shake so as not
to structure damage.
3. In order to avoid the material damage , please don't use hard objects to
scratch or scrap on the surface of the product.
4. Keep daily cleaning and maintaining by using neutral detergent. The one
cleaning cloth should be wet and soft, another cleaning cloth should be dry.
Please make sure powder failure when cleaning the electric motor. Moreover,
any liquid should be kept away from the electric motor.
5. Please keep away from strong acid and strong base so as not to be rusted.
6. Regularly check the bed connections in order to avoid accident caused by
the loose nut.
7. If the product cannot be run properly, probably the one reason is the power plug
is not plugged so that caused poor connection. That is to plug the power plug
again. Another reason is something wrong with the electric motor, which should
contact with manufacturer or professor.
8. When scrapping, please send the product to professional recycling companies.

❖ Storage
The hospital bed in a good package should be stored in the clean room which
is non-corrosive gas and keeping ventilated.

